The time-frequency domain phase-weighted stacking (tf-PWS) technique based on the S transform has been employed in stacking empirical Green's functions (EGFs) derived from ambient noise data, mainly due to its superior power in enhancing weak signals. Questions such as the induced waveform distortion and the feasibility of phase-velocity extraction are yet to be thoroughly explored. In this study, we investigate these issues by conducting extensive numerical tests with both synthetic data and USArray transportable array (TA) ambient noise data. We find that the errors in the measured phase velocities associated with waveform distortion caused by the tf-PWS depend largely on the way of how the inverse S transform (IST) is implemented. If frequency IST is employed in tf-PWS, the corresponding errors are generally less than 0.1 per cent, sufficiently small that the measured phase velocities can be safely used in regular surface wave tomography. On the other hand, if a time IST is used in tf-PWS, then the extracted phase velocities are systematically larger than those measured from linearly stacked ones, and the discrepancy can reach as much as ∼0.4 per cent at some periods. Therefore, if tf-PWS is used in stacking EGFs, then frequency IST is preferred to transform the stacked S spectra back to the time domain for the stacked EGFs.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
In seismology, extracting weak signals from noisy records, such as reflected and scattered waves at Earth's internal structures, is a challenging task with great importance. In particular, raising signalto-noise ratio (SNR) of interstation empirical Green's functions (EGFs), which are the negative time derivatives of noise correlation functions (NCFs), has significant implications in better constraining crustal and upper-mantle velocity structures (e.g. Shapiro et al. 2005; Yang et al. 2007; Lin et al. 2014; Li et al. 2016) , as well as in detecting temporal changes of the subsurface velocity field (e.g. Grêt et al. (2005) ; Sens-Schönfelder & Wegler 2006; Brenguier et al. 2008; Cheng et al. 2010) . Linear stacking is the classic technique to enhance weak signals, which can improve the SNR by a factor of N 1/2 (here, N refers to the number of traces in stacking of cross-correlation) when the noise among EGFs is uncorrelated. This means that a significant amount of temporal stacking of NCFs is required in order to obtain high-quality EGFs, which are essential for extracting body wave phases, as well as for detecting temporal changes of the subsurface velocity field. Thus, there is a great demand for exploring new stacking algorithms that can achieve efficiency better than N 1/2 , and yet retain the waveform shapes as much as possible. The latter is important in correctly extracting phase velocities from EGF data.
In fact, several non-linear stacking methods that demonstrate better stacking efficiency have been proposed by a number of previous studies, for example, the nth root stacking (Muirhead 1968; Kanasewich et al. 1973) , the phase-weighted stacking (PWS, Schimmel & Paulssen 1997) , and the time-frequency domain phaseweighted stacking (tf-PWS, . The nth root stacking takes account of both amplitudes and cross-correlation of the time sequences, therefore, it is more efficient in reducing uncorrelated noise as compared to the regular linear stack. The choice of the power n in the nth root stacking is somewhat subjective, and generally a larger n leads more distortion in the stacked waveform. The PWS technique also introduces coherence in enhancing signals, which generally shows a smaller waveform distortion than the nth root stacking (Schimmel & Paulssen 1997) . It employs the differences among the instantaneous phases of the time sequences as the coherence index to weight the linear stack, and small differences in the instantaneous phases mean a high weighting factor. The linearly stacked trace is then weighted by a function calculated from the instantaneous phase of each channel. Because of the waveform distortion involved in these two stacking methods, they are mainly used in identifying weak body wave phases.
Similar to the PWS, the tf-PWS also employs a phase derived coherence function to weight the traces in the stack . However, the phases are the local phases computed from the S transform rather than the instantaneous phases calculated from the Hilbert transform. Stockwell et al. (1996) first introduced the original S transform (equivalent to k = 1 in following eq. 1) to analyse geophysical data. Mansinha et al. (1997) further applied it to several types of geophysical data. Since then several modified versions of the S transform have been proposed for various purposes, such as the generalized S transform (GST) proposed by McFadden et al. (1999) , the modified S transform (MST) suggested by Li & Castagna (2013) with a more flexible time windowing scheme (Kazemi et al. 2014) . Baig et al. (2009) employed the discrete orthonormal S transform (Stockwell 2007) to incorporate a phase coherence filter in denoising EGFs, which allowed them to observe a clear precursor to the 2000 June eruption from le Piton de la Fournaise volcano on La Réunion Island.
One application of the S transform is for designing data-adaptive filters (Schimmel & Gallart 2005) . The filtering involves a forward transform to the time-frequency domain, a modification of the localized spectrum (or elapse time spectrum), and a backward inverse S transform (IST), which transforms the time-frequency function back to the time domain. The IST is usually implemented either in the frequency domain (frequency IST, Stockwell et al. 1996) or in the time domain (time IST, Schimmel & Gallart 2005) . Based on the amplitude spectrum of the S transform, Pinnegar & Eaton (2003) devised an adaptive filter to attenuate the noise in pre-stack seismic data. The tf-PWS method proposed by is another type of adaptive filtering technique. It first utilizes the S transform to compute the elapse time spectra of multichannel data, and then weights the traces composing the stack with coherence functions derived from the local phases. The stacked spectrum is finally transformed back to a time-series using the time IST method . first applied this technique to teleseismic data recorded by a broad-band seismic array in NW Spain, which reveals weak conversions/reflections at the 410-and 660-km discontinuity. Schimmel et al. (2011) further employed the tf-PWS technique to the extraction of EGFs from ambient noise data, which leads to the detection of body waves at a local scale and the Rayleigh waves traveling along both the minor and major arcs (i.e. the R1 and R2) at a global scale.
While it can suppress incoherent noise more efficiently than linear stacking, it is also true that tf-PWS can cause waveform distortion due to its non-linear nature. Such waveform distortion may affect the extraction of phase velocities and waveform fitting in the regular ambient noise surface wave tomography (e.g. Shapiro et al. 2005; Yang et al. 2007 Yang et al. , 2012 and ambient noise adjoint tomography (e.g. Chen et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2017) , respectively. Although there is a growing tendency to employ the tf-PWS technique to obtain EGFs from ambient noise data with less amount of temporal stacking, there are a few fundamental questions yet to be answered. For example, how accurately can we extract phase velocities from the tf-PWS stacks; whether and how can the two types of the ISTs affect the accuracy of the extracted phase velocities; how effective is tf-PWS in raising SNR? In this study, we conduct extensive tests with both synthetic and observed EGFs derived from ambient noise data in order to answer these questions.
M E T H O D

S transform
According to Stockwell et al. (1996) , the S transform is a generalization of the short-time Fourier transform, which extends the continuous wavelet transform and overcomes some of its disadvantages. Here, we start with the GST (McFadden et al. 1999) :
where the elapse time spectra (S(τ , f) are complex-valued functions, u(t) is a continuous time function and w(τ − t) is a Gaussian function:
Here, the standard deviation is σ = k/|f|, therefore k = σ /T is a parameter that controls the number of Fourier sinusoidal periods (T) within one standard deviation of the Gaussian window (σ ). It is used here to balance the time and frequency resolution. Also, if k = 1, then the GST becomes the original S transform (Stockwell et al. 1996) , and if k is a variable that varies with time or frequency, then the GST becomes the MST (Li & Castagna 2013) . Stockwell et al. (1996) point out that eq. (1) can be perceived as a convolution of the functions h(t, f) = u(t)e −i2π ft and w(t, f). The Fourier transform of the two functions can be written as:
Here,
dt is the Fourier spectrum of u(t). Therefore, the localized spectrum S(τ , f) of the GST can be calculated from an inverse transform of the product of the two spectra:
Eq. (4) shows that for each frequency (f), it requires one-time inverse Fourier transform of the spectrum of the input signal (U(ν)), therefore it is a more efficient way to calculate the elapse time spectra S(τ , f) as compared to eq. (1).
Time-frequency domain phase-weighted stacking
The elapse time spectra (S(τ , f)) can be expressed as: Here, A(τ , f) and (τ , f) are, respectively, the amplitude spectrum and phase spectrum of the corresponding spectrum S(τ , f) at elapse time τ . introduce a phase stack, c ps (τ , f), which is defined as the absolute value of the complex summation of the amplitude normalized traces
here j and N are the trace index and the total number of traces, respectively. c ps (τ , f) varies from 0 to 1, which is achieved when all the traces are perfectly coherent. This coherence-dependent function with a power v is further used as the weight of the linear stack, which yield the tf-PWS:
Frequency and time inverse S transforms
As mentioned above, there are two ways to implement the IST ( Fig. 1) , which are named the frequency IST and the time IST by Simon et al. (2007) . The frequency IST algorithm (Stockwell et al. 1996 ) is rather straightforward, and can be written as:
Here, U(f) is the Fourier transform of u(t). Basically, the frequency IST first collapses the local spectrum into a regular Fourier spectrum by an integral in the elapse time domain. The time-series u(t) is then recovered by one regular inverse Fourier transform of the collapsed spectrum. It can be shown that the modified elapse spectra S(τ , f) by the tf-PWS defined in eq. (7) only change the amplitude, not the phase of time sequence if the frequency IST equation (8) is used (Appendix). The time IST is introduced by Schimmel & Gallart (2005) . They first define an elapse time-time function (for any fixed frequency f):
Obviously, x(t,t) = u(t). They further find that its Fourier spectrum X(τ , f) is related to the elapse time spectrum S(τ , f) through the following equation: Therefore, u(t) can be achieved from the weighted S spectrum by taking the diagonal elements of the elapse time-time function, x(τ ,t), which is calculated with an inverse Fourier transform:
According to Schimmel & Gallart (2005) , the merit of this algorithm is that any modifications of the elapse time spectra S(τ , f) can be directly translated to the filtered time-series, which implies better time localization. In other words, if we change the spectra S(τ , f) at a certain elapse time, this will lead to a direct change of u(t) at the given time based on the time IST equation (11). However, if we use the frequency IST equation (8), the given time information is wiped out by the integration over the elapse time, which leads to a modification in the Fourier spectrum U(f). It is not so obvious to link to spectrum change with the given time. If S(τ , f) is not modified, then u(t) can be perfectly recovered by eq. (11) . On the other hand, if S(τ , f) is modified by certain filtering schemes, such as tf-PWS, then the recovered time sequence generally shows some degree of distortion (Appendix).
S Y N T H E T I C T E S T S
We begin our presentation with results from numerical tests of synthetic EGFs, which are designed to quantify the effect of tf-PWS on the accuracy of phase-velocity extraction and the efficiency in SNR enhancement. We also investigate how the two types of IST affect the estimate of phase velocities from the synthetic EGFs. In all the tests, we set the power ν in eq. (7)−(1). We have also tried the commonly used ν = 2 and found that it leads more severe waveform distortion. Therefore, it seems that ν = 1 is an appropriate choice in balancing the coherence weighting and linear stacking to produce the final stacking results.
Accuracy in phase-velocity extraction
We employ the Computer Programs in Seismology of Herrmann & Ammon (2004) to generate a synthetic fundamental Rayleigh wave with a period range of ∼5-200 s recorded at an epicentral distance of 2000 km (Fig. 2a) . The signal of the fundamental Rayleigh wave falls in a time window from 500 to 1000 s. The sample rate of the seismic waveform is two samples per second. We mix this Rayleigh wave signal with random noise sequences to represent synthetic EGFs, which are intended to be the mimics of the daily EGFs in ambient noise studies. To generate the random noise series, we first take the maximum absolute amplitude (R max ) of the Rayleigh wave signal, which equals 1 in our case. We then generate uniformly distributed random numbers, and further scale them to the amplitude range of −2R max to 2R max . We generate a total of 30 sets of data with each containing 365 daily EGFs, representing one year of ambient noise data. An example of a daily EGF is plotted in Fig. 2(b) , which shows that the Rayleigh wave signal is completely hidden inside the noise. In Fig. 2(c) , we show the amplitude spectra of the daily EGF and the Rayleigh wave signal in black and blue lines, respectively. It is clear that the amplitude of the EGF is larger than the Rayleigh wave signal in most of the frequency band (Fig. 2b) . We have also tried noise series that follow the Gaussian distribution and found that the results remain the same. For each set of the EGF data that contains a total of 365 individual EGFs, we employ the frequency IST based tf-PWS to generate a stacked EGF, which is used to extract phase velocities. For comparison, we also generate a linear stack from the 365 EGFs. Figs 3(a) and (b) show the stacked EGFs of one set of 365 individual EGFs that are constructed from the linear stacking and tf-PWS methods, respectively. In general, the Rayleigh wave signal is clearly shown in both stacks, and the noise level in the tf-PWS trace is much lower than that in the linear stack (Figs 3a and b) . In order to quantify the similarity between the stacked waveforms and the original Rayleigh wave signal, we use the Rayleigh wave signal as the reference and compute the cross-correlation coefficients (CCs) between the reference and stacked waveforms. When computing the CCs, we select the Rayleigh wave arrival time window between 550 and 800 s. The computed CCs of the stacks from the 30 data sets are shown in Fig. 3(c) . Both types of stacks show very high CCs with an average value of 0.982 for the linear stack and 0.991 for the tf-PWS (Fig. 3c) .
Here, we do not apply any filtering to the stacked waveforms. The high CCs from the tf-PWS suggest that the waveform distortion induced by the non-linear stacking is very minor. Also the slightly lower CCs of the linear stack are likely caused by the high-frequency noise overprinted on the Rayleigh wave signal (Fig. 3a) . This becomes clear when we filter the stacked waveforms with a bandpass filter between10 and 50 s, which is the dominant period band of the Rayleigh wave signal (Fig. 2c) . We then recomputed the CCs between the bandpass filtered stacks and the reference trace, which are shown in Fig. 3(d) . As compared to Fig. 3(c) , the average CC calculated from the linear stacks increases significantly from 0.982 to 0.998. In contrast, the average CC from tf-PWS remains more or less the same (from 0.991 to 0.992). Moreover, the CCs from the bandpass filtered data show that the tf-PWS stacks generally have lower CCs than the linear stacks do, suggesting that a minor degree of waveform distortion has indeed been introduced by the non-linear tf-PWS method.
Since the fundamental Rayleigh wave shown in Fig. 2(a) is recorded at an epicentral distance of 2000 km, therefore we know the exact values of its phase and group velocities, which we can use for calibrating the measured phase and group velocities from the stacked EGFs. We employ the frequency-time analysis (FTAN) method (e.g. Dziewonski et al. 1969; Herrin & Goforth 1977; Levshin & Ritzwoller 2001) to extract the group and phase velocities from the stacked EGFs. The average group and phase velocities with their standard deviations measured from the linear and tf-PWS stacks are shown in Figs 4(a) and (b), and (c) and (d), respectively. For comparison, in each figure we also show the exact group/phase velocities with a red line. For each period, the measurement is regarded as an effective one only when the SNR is greater than 10 ( Bensen et al. 2007) . Also, only when there are more than six measurements from the total 30 stacks, we compute the averaged group or phase velocities of this period. In Figs 4(e) and (f), we show the number of effective measurements from the linear (black dots) and tf-PWS (blue dots) stacks, and the average SNR at each period.
It is clear that we can obtain more effective measurements at the two ends of the period band from the tf-PWS stacks (Fig. 4e) . For the linear stacking, the number of effective measurements drops dramatically at periods less than 10 s and greater than 32.5 s (black dots in Fig. 4e ). In contrast, the number from the tf-PWS stacks begins to drop only at periods greater than 40 s (blue dots in Fig. 4e) . As a result, we have more measurements of the phase and group velocities from the tf-PWS stacks (Figs 4a-d) . The average SNRs of the tf-PWS stacks are also much higher than those of the linear stacks (Fig. 4f) .
Overall, the phase-velocity measurements fall on the reference line, whereas the group velocities at long periods measured from the tf-PWS stacks appear to be slightly lower than the true values. The largest difference is less than 0.06 km s −1 , equivalent to ∼2 per cent. This suggests that the waveform distortion caused by tf-PWS does affect group velocity measurements, but the effect is generally not so significant. On the other hand, the distortion seems to have a negligible effect on the phase-velocity measurements if frequency IST is employed in the stacking.
Comparison of SNR enhancement between linear stacking and tf-PWS
To compare the efficiency for raising SNR between linear stacking and tf-PWS, we again use the synthetic EGFs generated in the previous subsection. First, we define the SNR as the ratio between the largest amplitude of a signal (A s ) to the root mean square (rms) of the noise (σ n ), that is, SNR = A s /σ n . Since the maximum amplitude of the signal is determined, we focus on how the rms of noise decays with increasing number of traces used in the stacking.
As mentioned above the random noise is uniformly distributed numbers varying between −2 and 2 with an expected rms value of ∼1.15 (2/ √ 3). We choose a series of numbers N (N = 2 2 , 3 2 , . . . , 16
2 ) to stack the noise segments using the linear stacking and the respectively. After stacking, we measure the σ n of all the stacked segments, which are shown in Fig. 5(d) . It is clear that σ n is a linear function of N −1/2 for the linear stacks and N −1 for the tf-PWS stacks. As a result, the SNR increases by a factor N 1/2 for linear stacking and by N for the tf-PWS.
We further apply narrow bandpass Gaussian filters (Hermann 1973; Levshin et al. 1989) to obtain EGFs at periods of 10, 20 and 30 s and then stack them for SNR measurement. The measured SNRs from the stacked EGFs at periods of 10, 20 and 30 s are shown in Fig. 6 . It is noteworthy that the horizontal axes in Figs 6(a)-(c) are the square root of the number of stacked times (N 1/2 ). On the other hand, the horizontal axes in Figs 6(d)-(f) are the number of traces used in stacking (N). We apply a linear regression technique to all the SNRs, which are shown as the straight lines in Fig. 6 . For the linear stacking, the slopes of the straight lines are 1.62, 1.98 and 1.04 for periods of 10, 20 and 30 s, respectively. They represent the SNRs when N = 1, which means that they are the averaged SNRs of all the individual EGFs. We further confirm this from the narrowly bandpass filtered traces of the EGF shown in Fig. 2(b) . For the tf-PWS stacks, we obtain a slope of 1.12, 1.34 and 0.56 for the three periods, respectively. Since the SNR of the tf-PWS is proportional to N, the tf-PWS can achieve SNRs higher than those of the linear stacking with the same amount stacking (on average by a factor related to N 1/2 ). This is desirable for the detection of body waves, which usually have lower SNRs as compared to the surface waves. Also in the application of using EGFs to detect temporal velocity changes of the subsurface medium, this means high temporal resolution as we can obtain high-quality EGFs with less temporal stacking.
A comparison of the time and frequency ISTs
We further investigate the potential difference between the frequency and time IST selected in performing the tf-PWS. To do so, we expand the number of EGFs from 365 to 730 in each of the 30 data sets generated in Section 3.1. The large numbers are required in order to obtain phase velocities at long periods. For each data set, we first produce two tf-PWS stacks using the frequency and time ISTs, and then extract the phase velocities from the stacked EGFs using the FTAN method. Finally, we average the measured phase velocities from the 30 data sets.
In Fig. 7(a) , we show the deviations of the measured phase velocities from true values (open circles with solid lines). In general, the frequency IST-based phase velocities (open black circles) possess much smaller deviations than those derived from the time IST (open red circles). In particular, the deviation derived from the time ISTbased tf-PWS stacks starts to increase at 30 s period and reaches the maximum value at 70 s period; it then slightly decreases at periods longer than80 s (open red circles and red line in Fig. 7a ). Note that this systematic deviation is observed from all the 30 synthetic data sets, and the measured phase velocities are always higher than the true values. Assuming an average phase velocity of 4 km s −1 at the 60 s period and an epicentral distance of 4000 km, the traveltime of the 60-s Rayleigh wave is 1000 s. Therefore, a 0.4 per cent deviation means a 4 s traveltime error, which could be a significant error source for surface wave tomography. On the other hand, the measurements from the frequency IST-based tf-PWS stacks are very close to the true values. Except for a peak of ∼0.03 per cent at the period of 20 s and a trough of ∼0.1per cent at the period of 50 s, most of the deviations are close to zero (open black circles and black line in Fig. 7a ).
R E A L -DATA E X A M P L E S
We next apply both the frequency IST-based tf-PWS and the time IST-based tf-PWS to the ambient noise data recorded by the USArray TA stations during 2008-2012. We adopt the processing procedures proposed by Bensen et al. (2007) to pre-process the ambient noise data at each station and use them to compute the daily EGFs. Due to the large number of daily EGFs, we first linearly stack 10 daily EGFs to produce a single EGF. We then stack these 10-d EGFs using both the linear stacking and the two tf-PWS methods to construct three sets of stacked EGFs for phase-velocity measurement. Fig. 8 shows four examples of the linearly stacked (left) and frequency-based tf-PWS-stacked (right) EGFs computed from ambient noise data recorded at station pairs that are separated by ∼500-2000 km. All the EGFs are normalized for comparison. In general, the noise levels in the tf-PWS produced EGFs shown in the right-hand column are lower than those from linear stack shown in the left-hand column.
Furthermore, we measure the phase velocities of EGFs between 10 and 140 s using the FTAN method. Only those EGFs with SNR > 10 and interstation distances longer than two wavelengths are selected for the measurements of phase velocity. At each period, we compute the differences in percentage between the phase velocities measured from the two sets of tf-PWS-stacked EGFs and the linearly stacked EGFs, which are shown in Fig. 7(b) . In the case of frequency IST-based tf-PWS, the biggest discrepancy is observed at periods of 35 and 40 s with a mean of 0.08 per cent, and becomes almost zero at periods longer than 60 s or smaller than 20 s (solid blue dots in Fig. 7b ). On the other hand, the discrepancy between the time IST-based tf-PWS and linear stacks is close to zero at periods shorter than 20 s, but increases quickly with increasing period and reaches to its peak of 0.28 per cent at 50 s (solid green dots in Fig. 7b ). It then decreases slowly and becomes nearly constant of 0.1 per cent at long periods (Fig. 7b) . We note that the observed amplitude of the discrepancy related to the time IST-based tf-PWS is much smaller than that of the synthetic data (open red circles in Fig. 7a ). This is likely due to the different amount of non-linear stacking involved in the synthetic and real data processing. Due to the large amount of USArray data, we employ a partial tf-PWS scheme in processing the real EGFs, that is, we first linearly stack 10 daily EGFs, and then use these 10-d EGFs to in the subsequent tf-PWS stacking. More specifically, the number of real EGFs used in the partial tf-PWS shown in Fig. 7(b) is only 63, while a total of 730 synthetic EGFs are employed in the full tf-PWS shown in Fig. 7(a) . If we employ the same partial tf-PWS scheme in processing the synthetic data, the observed discrepancies are indeed much smaller than those derived from the full tf-PWS (solid circles in Fig. 7a ).
Figs 9(a) and (b) show the histograms of the measured phasevelocity differences at six different periods for the frequency ISTbased tf-PWS and time IST-based tf-PWS, respectively. For the frequency IST-based tf-PWS, the differences measured at each period clearly follow the normal distribution with a mean close to zero and a standard deviation varying between 0.10 per cent and 0.21 per cent. However, for the time IST-based tf-PWS, the mean values at periods of 40-80 s are positive with a standard deviation varying between 0.17 per cent and 0.24 per cent.
Since the SNRs of the EGFs constructed from the tf-PWS method are much higher than those of the linear stacking, the tf-PWS stacks yield more effective measurements (SNR ≥ 10, Fig. 10a ). For example, at the period of 10 s, the effective measurements are 34 621 and 61 032 for the linear and tf-PWS stacks, respectively. These numbers are 3353 and 15 418 at 140 s. On average, we have 22 452 more measurements from the tf-PWS stacks, which is significant for surface wave tomography because increasing path density means better spatial resolution. In Fig. 10(b) , we show the average SNR of the two types of stacked EGFs. At each period, the average SNR corresponding to tf-PWS is at least twice as large as that of the linear stacks. Schimmel et al. (2017) showed that group and phase velocities can be extracted directly from the stacked elapse time spectra S(τ , f) without performing an IST. Consequently, the systematic errors corresponding to the time IST-based tf-PWS can be avoided for conventional surface wave tomography (e.g. Yang et al. 2007 ) that relies on phase velocity, not waveform data. However, we argue here that constructing high SNR EGFs is still a valuable practice for many reasons. For example, adjoint tomography directly matches EGFs with 3-D synthetics (e.g. Chen et al. 2014) , which requires timedomain EGFs. Meanwhile, EGFs are also widely used intime-lapse seismic imaging to detect velocity changes. In this case, time-series waveform data are also needed. Therefore, we believe that an accurate IST is still valuable to construct high SNR EGFs. Along this line, the phase coherence concept of the tf-PWS is worth exploring with any other analytic time-frequency representation and their respective inverse transforms that can yield more computational efficiency.
C O N C L U S I O N S
We investigate the feasibility of using the tf-PWS technique to construct EGFs for surface wave analysis. Through extensive numeric tests with both synthetic and real data, we reach the following conclusions: (1) tf-PWS has superior power in raising SNR, which has significant advantages in detecting body waves, monitoring temporal changes in subsurface velocity and raising spatial resolution of surface wave tomography; (2) waveform distortion introduced by the frequency IST-based tf-PWS stacking is very minor, and has almost negligible effects (<0.1 per cent bias) on the measured phase velocities; (3) for unknown reasons the time IST-based tf-PWS tends to cause much larger waveform distortion than the frequency IST-based tf-PWS does. The former can introduce as much as 0.4 per cent systematic errors to the phase velocities of the long periods. Therefore, frequency IST is preferred in implementing tf-PWS to create EGFs from ambient noise data.
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